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NiftyNabber®  
Trigger Grip  
Design  
Advantages

Removal
Litter

When litter is a problem, Unger’s cleaning 
tools are your solution. These tools and  
accessories are designed for safety and  
efficiency, minimizing strain and injury.  
No bending, no backaches. Great for  
retrieving out of reach objects  
high or low. 

Ergonomic handles and lightweight  
design help get cleaning jobs done fast. 
Keep your grounds spotless with these  
high-quality litter removal tools.

    Litter Removal
NifTyNAbbEr® proDUcTs

NiftyNabber® Trigger Grip
Part No.: NT060 LENGtH: 24”/60cm casE qty.: 5
Part No.: NT080 LENGtH: 32”/80cm casE qty.: 5
Part No.: NT090 LENGtH: 36”/90cm casE qty.: 5

- comfortable grip with smooth, trigger-pull action
- access hard-to-reach areas or items with 360° rotating head
-  Magnetic tip allows user to pick up small metal objects,  

up to .25 lbs
-  Lightweight aluminum shaft, designed to decrease fatigue  

and make waist-high and overhead use easier

NiftyNabber® pro
Part No.: NN400 LENGtH: 18”/45cm casE qty.: 5
Part No.: NN900 LENGtH: 36”/90cm casE qty.: 10
Part No.: NN140 LENGtH: 51”/130cm casE qty.: 5
Part No.: NN960 LENGtH: 96”/250cm casE qty.: 6

-  strong enough for heavy-duty work, light enough to 
protect from back and arm strain

-  shaft made from durable steel for long-lasting,  
dependable use

people’s paper picker pin
Part No.: pppp0 LENGtH: 42”/100cm casE qty.: 10

- Effective waste removal using strong metal pin
- Easily picks up litter such as paper, cans, and plastic cups

replacement pin plugs
Part No.: piNp0 casE qty.: 10

-  Bagger collapses and secures for compact shipping 
and easy storage

- Bottom drainage holes make rinsing out easy
-  Uses standard 55 gal. trash bags (weight capacity: 65 lbs)
-  sturdy web handles and rugged bottom allow easy  

dragging over pavement

NiftyNabber® bagger
Part No.: Nb300 sIZE/caPacIty.: 23” x 27”/40 Gal.  casE qty.: 1

Neoprene Gloves
Part No.: GLoV2 sIZE: Large casE qty.: 10
Part No.: GLoV3 sIZE: XLarge casE qty.: 10
Part No.: GLoV4 sIZE: XXLarge casE qty.: 10

- Neoprene exterior, plus interior foam insulation
- textured palm provides a non-slip grip
- Hook and loop strap provides a secure fit
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Ergonomic  
Design
Ergonomically designed 
grip with smooth trigger-
pull action for increased 
comfort and efficiency.

Tight Grip
The rubber claws 
allow users to  
pick up and hold 
small objects.

Magnetic Tip
Use the grabber to  
pick up small metal  
objects - up to .25 lbs.360 360

360 360Rotating Head
Access hard-to-reach 
areas or items with 
360° rotating head.




